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CHAPTER I 
''HE IN'rFWDUCTI O 1 
CHAPTER I 
THE INTRODUCTION 
I • THE PROBLEM 
Statement o£ the problem. It was the purpose of this 
study to determine whether it is possible for blind individuals,, 
who are in a relatively stationary position, to perceive the 
presence and location of stationary objects; and whether the 
ability to perceive objects in this manner,. should it be shown 
to exist, is influenced by, or related to, personality and/or 
intellectual factors. 
II. JUSTIFICATION 
If one notices the various methods used by the blind in 
traveling,. one will see blind persons 1r1ith guide dogs, 'lfrith 
canes,- 'lfTith companions,, and blind persons without. any of these 
aids. For the blind person who relies on a dog or companion, 
hi.s partner is the one upon whom he depends for knowledge of 
obstacles,. people, and perilous situations. The blind person 
who travels with a cane or without any other aids is entirely 
self-reli nt and must use cues from his environment. t .o guide 
him. Often a blind person who is traveling alone and becomes 
lost will stop and listen in order to orient himself. Hovl 
much can one perceive of his environment in this manner? Can 
2 
one perceive at all? The present study was designed to answer 
these questions. The authors feel that this study l"lill add t .o 
the accumulated knowledge of object perc.eption which will some 
day facilitate the development of good travel techniques for 
the blind. 
III. DEFINITIONS OF TEillVIS USED 
For clarification and uniform interpretation, the follow-
ing terms are defined. 
Object perception.. The term "object perception, n as was 
used in this experiment,. refers to the ability of the subject 
to determine the presence and locations of the objects about 
him or near him--this ability being derived from auditory Gues. 
Personality factors. The personality factors as mentioned 
in the statement of the problem-and as referred to in this 
study mean gross personality traits as measured by the Califor-
nia Test of Personality. 
Intellectual faGtors. The intellectual factors as 
mentioned in the statement of t he problem and as referred to in 
this study mean Intelligent Quoti.ents as determined by the 
Vfechsler-Bellevue . Intelligence .Scale,. Verbal. Scale. 
IV. I NTENTIONS 
Evidence sho--v.1 that object. perception depends largely 
on hearing. It has also been proven that seeing persons can 
3 
be trained to detect the presence of obstacles. In all the 
studies made to reach t .hese conclusions,. the test situations 
involved movement, either of the subject or obstacle. A study 
was made in England in l952,. however, in. which no movement 
was involved~ The results showed that blind persons in a 
relatively stationary position were able to perceive the 
presence of stationary objects. The authorst study is an 
attempt to verify the 1952 study,. for if the results of their 
study be true 1. a new chapter in the investigation of object 
perception may be begun. 
Assuming that there are differences in personality and 
intelligence among the subJects,; these differences may 
influence the subjects' ability to detect the presence of 
obstacles. The authors intend to investigate the relationship 
between the ability to perceive objects and personality and 
intellectual factors. 
V.. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
The experiment inc:luded a group of 73 blind children--
38 boys and 35 girls between the ages of 13 and 20 years. 
Children with varying degrees of vision were in the 
group.. The amount of vision ean be broken dmm into three 
cat.egories:. total blindness,. light perception, and usable 
vision. 
The experiment entailed the giving of three tests to the 
4 
subJects: The California Test of Personality, and t\\TO ob-
stacle tests., The first obstacle test v.ras given in a rela-
tively soundproof room in which the blindfolded subject was 
seated oh a stool in the center o..f the room. Obstacles had 
been placed in predetermined haphazard positions around him. 
He was put into four positi.ons and asked to· tell in each 
position i .f there was an obstacle between him and the wall. 
The second obstacle test was given in the school gym where 
many more echos could be obtained. The same procedure was 
followed.. Again the subject."s task was to determine the 
presence or absence of obstacles. 
The number of subjects used was. limited by the time 
available to test them. The age of the group was limited to 
those enrolled in the school. The group was limited to 
students enrolled in Perldns--one residential sch.ool for the 
blind. 
Another possible limitation was that the room was not 
acoustically perfect in the first obsta.cle test. There was 
~ opportunity for distortion of echos. The gym provided 
opportunity for many more distortions,- but the great.est 
extremes in these two opportunities were not provided. 
The last limitation was the fact that the personality 
test was a group test and thus was not as fine a diagnosti.c 
an instrument as an individual test. 
5 
CHAPTER II 
REVIFii OF RELATED RESEARCH 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
In the pamphlet,_ Fa.cia.l Vision .2!:. The Sense . of Obsta.cl.es, 
Hayes presented the most complete and comprehensive coverag e 
of all the studies done on the sub.ject of "Object Perception" 
from Diderot.t·s "Lett.er on the BJ.ind" publi.shed in 1749 through 
the 1931 experiments performed by Dola.nski ~· It i .s a. souree 
of frequent referral for those interested in the history of 
the perception of obstacles. For the concise and thorough 
summaries found in his book, the authors of this paper are 
indeed grateful. Knowledge of some of the early studies 
which will be reported on_ in this chapter would have been 
impossible had it not been for Hayes' resea.rch. 1 
As early as 1749,. Diderot called a.t.tention to the 
ability to perceive objects possessed by certain of the blind. 
In his "Letter on the BJ.ind for the Use of Those "VJho See,," 
he described: 
The blind man of Puisa.ux judges of his nearness 
to the fire by the degrees of heat; of the fulness 
of vessels by the sound made by liquids \tlrhich he 
pours into them; of the proximity of bodies Qy the 
action of the air on his face (italics not in the 
originaiT .H.e is. so s.ensati ve to the least atmo,sph.er-
ic change that he can distinguish between a. street 
1
samuel P .. Rayes " Facial Visi.on or The Sense of Obstacles 
(Wa.terto'i'm" Mass.: Perkins Publications, 1.935). 
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and a closed alley.l 
There 1rms an interval of half a century hetween the first 
mention of the blind person's ability to perceive objects in 
Diderot' s letter (1749) and the beginning of attempts to 
collect experimental data. Among the early experimenters in 
this field, Hayes noted Seldes, Zeune~ Knie~ and Sergei. In 
H~08, Zeune quoted Seldes as saying that the blind can detect 
obstacles near them with their heads, and Zeune proposed the 
theory that the blind used their cheeks and foreheads as feel-
ers. Knie,, in 1821,. supported a theory of air pressure. From 
his own experience and experiments, Sergel, who was himself 
blind, concluded that the 11 distance sensen or sense of obsta-
cles was strongest around the eyes and the ears, weaker at 
the temple and forehead, weaker still on the cheeks, and 
barely noticeable on the lips. Sergei also observed that if 
one approached an object rapidly, the special sense did not 
function •. 2 
In 1872, W. Hanks Levy, blind himself, spoke of his 
ability to perceive objects as "facial perception." Levy 
described his experience as follows: 
1:r.mrgaret Jourdain (trans. and ed.), Diderot 's Early 
Philosophical Works (London: The Open Court Publishing 
Company, 1916),. ?8. 
2k~rl Burklen, Blindenpsychologie (Leipzig: Barth, 1924), 
cited by Hayes~ 11-12. 
\ibether within a house or in the open air, 
whether walking or standing still, I can tell, 
although quite blind, when I am opposite an obj'ect,, 
and can plrceive whether it be tall or short, slender 
or bulky. 
Levy related further how he could tell a solitary object from 
a continuous fence, a wooden fence from a brick wall, and a 
door from a windo~r. In explaining this phenomenon,. which was 
supposedly independent of the other five senses,. Levy said: 
I seem to perceive objects through the skin of 
my face, and to have the impressions immediately 
transmitted to the brain. The only part of my body 
possessing this power is my face; this I have ascer-
t .ained by suitable experiments.. Stopping my ears 
does not interfere with it J but cove~ing my face with E~ 
a thick veil destroys it altogether. 
In 1874, Scherer proposed that the whole surface of the 
body was sensitive to the presence of objects, but that the 
exposed parts, i.e. the face,. and in particular the eyes~ ears, 
and cheeks, were more reliable reporters because they ~Tere 
uncovered.. In developing his theory, Scherer related the 
sensory phenomenon of object perception to the physical laws 
of electricity;. he assumed that objects with like charges 
repelled and ob jects vvith unlike charges attracted.3 
A paper, nFacial Perception,.!' presented by John T. Morris 
in 11578, told about experiments vvhich were carried out at 
l~'i . Hanks Levy, Blindness and the Blind (London: Chapman 
and Hall, 1872)F 64. 
2Ibid., 65. 
3Burklen, cited by Hayes,.. 12. 
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Perkins Institute for the Blind. A boy who could dist i nguish 
lamp posts at 6 feet served as subject. ~vben the influence 
of heat and color was tested,. t here -vvas no observable dif-
ference in the ability to perceive the . objects, but when hear-
ing i.Yas controlled by stopping the boy's ears with cotton, his 
ability to detect obstacles completely disappeared. This 
contradicted Levy's findings that controlling audition made 
no appreciable difference, while covering the face (eliminating· 
pressure or tactile sensations) did affect t h e obstacle sense.l 
Hayes noted t he studies done by T. Heller in the 1890's 
as "the beginning of the scientific laboratory studies of the 
sense of obstacles," so it ~iill be of interest to examine both 
his experimental design and his conclusions i n more detail. 2 
In using t he experimental method, Heller sought to determine 
whether weak sensations on the forehead or sound could explain 
the " sensations of a pproach.n The four persons who were used 
as subjects had to detect an obsta cle (a school chart) in a 
room which was devoid of furniture. 
In t he first experiment. in which touch sensations 
(sensations on the foreh ead) were eliminated by t ying a band 
of flannel about the forehead,, the subject" with his hands 
1 John T. Morri s~ nFacial PerGepti.on," ProceedinTs of the 
American Association of Instructors of the Blind, I 1878 )~ 
155-159. 
2Heller ~ Studien zur Blindenpsychologie (Leipzig : 
Engelmann,. 1904), cited by Hayes, 12. 
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behind his back,, was instructed to walk towards the object 
until he felt he 1,vas approaching it; as soon as he felt i _ts 
presence, he was to stop. In some trials, there was no obsta-
cle present, but in the others, the obstacle was placed at 
different distances. Since the subjects reported that they 
were standing near an object when none was present or that 
they could touch the obj'ect when the object 'V'las at the other 
end of the room, Heller concluded n ' j'le cannot further assume 
tha·t sensations of sound . alone are suffi cient for the per-
ception of obstacles.t»l 
In. the second experimental situation in which audition 
was controlled, the subjects were frequently observed to 
either overlook the obstacle or to stop some distance from it. 
These unsatisfactory results led Heller to feel that neither 
pressure sensations on the forehead nor the auditory sensa--
tions were independent of the other in the obstacle sense. 
Heller clari f ied his theory as he explained: 
The only criterion which is decisive for the 
presence of obstacles is the pressure sensation 
obtained on the forehead. But since these sensations 
are so slig 1t, they lvould not be noticed unless the 
attention of the subject had first been directed to 
them by sensations obtained through the ears. .. . • • 
The sound components of the experience then serve as 
a signal wh ich inhibit~ other processes which might 
prevent full atention •. 
\rfuile Heller was experimenting in Germany, several 
libid., 16,, 
2Heller,. cited by Hayes, 17 .. 
11 
American psychologists were working on this little understood 
phenomenon.. In 1890,. William James attributed the ability 
to perceive objects to pressure on the tympanic membrane; 
12 
nthe tympanic membrane is furthermore able to render sensible 
differences in the pressure of the external atmosphere,. too 
slight to be felt either as noise or in this more violent way.nl 
Because a friend could perceive the presence and withdrav.ral of 
objects equally well vtith both earsJ even thou~1 one of his 
ears was almost totally deaf,: James concluded that the exper-
ience was tactile, i.e. pressure on the t¥ffipanic membrane, 
rather than ac~oustic. 2 
I nterested in the theory proposed by James, Dresslar, 
in 1839,, undertook a series of experiments to test the 
"tympana-tactile perception,.n and concluded that the tympanum 
was not very sensitive to perception of pressure and that the 
mere approach to an obj'ect couJd not exert pressure enough to 
be felt by the tympanum. Seeking to find another possible 
explanation for the object sense,: Dresslar did a series of 
• experiments in vvhich he first eliminated vision,.. secondly 
eliminated thermal sensations and "facial vision" by covering 
the ears, neck~ and face with cloth and cardboard, leaving an 
opening opposite the ear,, and in the third experiment controlled 
l V.Jilliam James, The PrinciP.les of.:. Psychology {Nevv York: 
Henry Holt and Company,. 1890),. Vol .. II,. 140 .. 
2Ibid. 
the auditory sensations by stopping both ears with cotton 
while leaving the face uncovered.. The subjects had to dis-
criminate between different types of surfaces of obstacles. 
In the first and second series of the experiments~ the subjects 
were quite perceptive in their discriminations, but in the 
tests where hearing was eliminated, an equal number of right 
and 1.11JT'ong: answers indicated a decided decrease in the ability 
to sense objects.l Dresslar reached the conclusion that 
nThe basis of judgment was due to differences in sound.n2 
1903 marks the first use of the t .erm "the sixth sense, Tt 
as Emile Javal defined his conception of the obstacle sense. 
In Hayes' summary it was described as 11 similar to touch, but 
somehow different and more sensitive .n3 rrhe sensation of 
touch, explained Javal, 1vas achieved by actual cont.act of the 
skin vdth an object 1vhile the sixth sense \'las stimulated by 
ether waves and possibly ultra-violet waves.4 
In 1904 Robert lYTacDougall repeated Dresslar's experiments 
' 
in order to determine the influence of auditory fact.ors .- He 
found t hat his subjects, like Dresslar's subjects, could 
lF.B. Dresslar,. "On the Pressure Sense of the Drum of the 
Ear and 'Facial Vision,. t n The American Journal of Psycholo_gy, 
V (1893)r 344-350. 
2 Ibid. , 3 50 .t 
3Emile Javal,. On Becoming Blind ( Nevi York: The Hacmillan 
Company r l905)r cited by Hayes, 23. 
4Ibid. 
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detect the presence of the objects and distinguish to an extent 
between them. Contrary to Dresslarrs results, ~lla. cDougall 
found that plugging the ears made little diff erence in the 
subject's ability to sense the obstacles, but when the facial 
sensitivity to pressure was controlled, the effectiveness of 
the sense vms considerably reduced. In conclusion,. MacDougall 
stated, "'the process in question is not restricted to any one 
type of sensory stimulation, but may depend in different 
individuals,- upon any one of several sources,. and in ordinary 
cases probably involves a combination of these.rul Besides 
sound and pressure, IviacDougall felt that temperature may 
also have functioned in the object sense. 
Follov'ling Javal' s exploration into the occult, Haupt vogel, 
in 1906, suggested that some mysterious at:r.rio·spheric substanc·e 
like ether or a hypothetical substanc·e stimulated the ear drum, 
vlhich in turn aroused the ttsixth sense .n2 
In three studies by the German scientists, Truschel,. 
Kunz, and Krogius ,. all published in 1907, occurred quite a 
diversity of opinion. Truschel, ace·ording to Hayes, attempted 
an acoustic explanation, keeping all sounds constant Y~rhile 
]_Robert MacDougall, "Facial Vision: 
Report with Criticisms) ttArnerica~ Journal_ 
(1904),. cited by Hayes, 20-22. 
A Supplementary 
of Psychology, XV 
2R •. Hauptvogel,. "Das Ferngefuhl der Blinden,." in 
Gerhardt's Materialien zur Blindenpsychologie (Lanensalsa: 
Wendt und Klamvell,, l9l~cited by Hayes,. 2J. 
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varying or excludJ.ng entirely the tactile and thermal stimuli .. 
He based his theory on reflected sound vmves, for he found 
that by carefully listening to the changes in the sound of 
aners footsteps,, one could axcertain the distance,. position, 
and presence of an object. The ax-sense"- was Truschel's 
. 1 
terminology for the ability to perceive object.s .. 
The second membe.r of this conflict was IYI • . Kunz who studied 
pressure as an answer to the object sense. In a variety of 
tests, Kunz and hi_s associates tested . hearing, facial sensi-
tivity, thermal sensations, localization of sound, musical 
ability,. and the transmissi.on of sound by the cranium.. In 
his results,. Kunz concluded that the "distance sensen \vas not 
peculiar to the blind, that sound waves and the organ o£ hear-
ing \vere not major elements in the distance sense, and that 
pressure vlas the primary factor .. 2 
To complete the triad of conflic.ting German scientists,, 
A. Krogius defended the thermal or temperature theory. His 
subjects were to detect empty cans and cans filled with water. 
To determine t he influence of warmth and other tactile im-
pressions, various materials vvere plac.ed between the subjects 
and the stimuli. Krogius found that the blind were far 
1Wilhelm Sternberg,. Die. Raumwahrnehrnung der Blinden 
(Munich: Ernst Reinhardt, 1920), cited by Hayes, 24-25. 
2Ivi .. Kunz, nnu Tac.t a Distance Comrne. Fact.eur de la Faculte 
d' orientation des A.veugles ( sens des obstacles?),." Proceedings 
of the Acaciemy of Science (April,. 1921) ,. cited by Hayes, 26-28. 
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superior to the seeing in detecting the objects, and that when 
a material i'rhich was not permeable to warmth was placed bet1-veen 
the subject and the object,. the ability seemed almost non-
existant. However,. these tests were n.ot decisive.l 
In all the experiments that were being done, there seemed 
to be t'~HO experimental designs:. one in which the subjects 
moved to·wards mot.ionless stimuli, and the other in which 
movable stimuli were brought tovv-ards the immobile subjects. 
Kunz and Y~ogius moved their stimuli towards motionless 
subjects. In 1908, Wolfflin copied Heller's experimental set-
up as he had his subjects \valk towards the object. In his 
analysis of the ability to perceive objects,. Wolfflin elimin-
ated vision, hearing,. pressure,. and temperature as causal 
factors .. He felt, as did Levy7 that the distance sense was 
independent of the other senses,. and probably had its basis 
in the nerves of the face~ especially the trigiminus.2 
lilith the arri.val of the 1920' sr- t .wo slightly less scien-
tific explanations were presented by Gerhardt and Romains. 
naerhardt., n said Hayes 'T "thought the sense must result from 
the combined activity of other senses, but considers the 
1A .. Krogius,.. "Zur Frage vom sechsten Sinn der Blinden,-" 
~leumann's Zeitschrift fur experimentelle Padagogik,. V (1907)" 
cited by Hayes,. 28-29. 
2E. Wolfflin, nuntersuchungen. uber d.en Fernsinn der 
Blinden,.n Zsch. f .. Psychol. u., Physiol. d •. Sinnesorgane,. 
XLIII (1909), cited by Hayes~ 29-31. 
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possibility of some very sensitive organism not dependent upon 
the ordinary sensory impressions.. •. • ., Gerhardt suggests 
further experimentation upon 'telaesthesia,, r using a vlord 
commonly associated vlith spiritualisti.c. phenomena such as 
telepathy .. nl 
Jules Romains in 1924 introduced physi.ology into hi.s 
theory as he spoke of a "paroptic function" in man, i.e. nA 
function of visual perception of exterior objects (colours 
and form), without the intervention of the ·ordinary mechanism 
of vision through the eyes.n2 The organs of this paroptic 
sense were "ocelli," microscopic organs in the epidermis which, 
as a rudimentary but comple.te visual organ, can form images 
and act as eyes.. Blind persons, RolJlains felt,, were the most 
adapted for the education of this sense.3 
In 1918 Pierre Villey supported Trus.chel.' s theory as he 
stated, "'Whether it be a question of intercepted v-Taves or of 
refil.ected waves,. I believe,.. • •. that it is the ears chiefly 
which giv e to the blind those sensations of a special order 
v-Jhich 1-ve call obstacle sensations. n4 Villey explained the 
lKarl Burklen, cited by Hayes,. 31. 
2Jules Remains,. Eyeless Sight: ! Study of Extra-Retinal 
Vision and the Paroptic Sense,, trans .. C.K. Ogden-cLOndoh: 
C •. P. Putnam's Sons, 1924), 184. 
3Ibid., 183-188. 
4Pierre Villey, The World of the 
Stud_:z:, trans. Alys Ha11ard (New York: 
1.930) ,. 110-111. 
Blind: ! Peychological 
The ~fucmillan Company, 
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pressure theory as an . illusi.on which audit.ory sensations 
created.1 
Hayes mentioned a study done by Vill.ey in 1923 on soldiers 
blinded in the war. Villey concduded that both auditory and 
tactile (pressure) sensations played very prominant roles in 
the object sense,. and persons might wven be classified ac:cord-
ing· t .o the influence of one or the other sense.. Only in a 
person with the two . ,sensations combined would the highest 
degree of obstacl.e sense be found. 2 
Written. in 1910,, but not brought to the publie.rs attention 
until 1929 \"lhen published by Pierre Villey, was Georges 
Lama.rquers thesis,~ La Percepti.on Experi.eure Chez _Les.Aveugles .. 
Lamarque found that the ability to detect objects varied from 
person to person 1 and that different persons seemed to use 
. di.fferent senses or pressure of various areas. These findings, 
suggested Hayes,, could explain the diversity of opinion among 
the German theorists, if one assumed a preponderance of one 
or another t ype of subject in the different groups used. 
Lamarque differed from the other scientists in observing first 
and then interpreting, rather than interpreting before the 
facts . Hayes suggest.ed that. this timing of interpretation 
lTbid.,. ll5. 
2 
Pierre Villey, nLe S.ens des Obstacles Chez les A_veugl.es 
de la Guerre ~ 11 Revue Philosophigue ,. XCV (192.3) ,.  cited by 
Hayes, 32-33. 
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may have influenced their explanati.on of the process .1 
Lamarque sugg·ested the development. of technique which 
would supplement the ordinary method of eliminating one sense 
after another. He invented an instrument which measurBd 
pressures do"Vm. t .o one tenth of a milligram, _and he t .ested the 
effect upon sound wav:es of placing an obstacle. between a 
source of sound {such as a tuning fork) and a recording ma-
chine,. These were two ways in which one could cheek the pos-
sibility of some of the explanati.ons of the object sense. 2 
In foll.owing the method used by Kunz and Krogius, 
Dolanski in l93l moved dis.cs of different. sizes and t .extures 
on a noi..seless tract. t .oward his subjects. The discs were 
moved slowly so that no current of air vmuld be created'"' In 
four sets of experiments, the subjects had 1) their fac.es 
uncovered,. 2) a helmet wi:th flaps shutt.ing· off sounds from 
the front, leaving the face: and. ears un_covered, 3) a card-
board mask the shape of the fa.ce, and 4) t .he ears plugged with 
c.otton. Dolanski found that l) the matterial of the discs had 
ncr effect on the results ~ 2) fatigue and distraction affected 
the ability to· perceive objects,. and 3) audition was fundamen-
1G. Lamarque,. "La Sensat i .on des Obst.ae:les chez les 
Aveug les.r.:" Journal de Psychologie,. XXIV (1.929), cited by 
Hayes" 34--3 5. 
2Lamarque,_ cited by Hayes,. 34-35. 
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tal in the process,, an.d not any touch or t emperat.ure sensat:i.ons .1 
Dolanski ,.s conclusion that audition was fundamental was 
nei.ther new nor startling;,, but he did present an interesting-
theory on the origin and nature of. the obstacle sense. The 
blind, felt. Doli3.nski,.. lived in constant conflict. between the 
desire for activity and freedom of movement, and the fear of 
injury which would. result from t .his range of activity. Thus,. 
a blind person vras always alert for cues which might warn him 
of dangers,. and he would exhibit. a physi.ologi€al response to 
.fear in . the form of a light brushing of the forehead,-; a cold 
current through, t .he body, and other sensat-ions·,. "Sounds,." 
said Hayes in his summary of Dolanski' s work,: "give the cue 
t .o the presence of danger and the instinct of sell-preservation 
arouses the response in the skin, whi.ch is mis-interpreted by 
the blind as a result of external stimulation.n2 
IvJany studies have been. done on bats and their ability to 
avo:Ld objects. The results of these studies tend to support 
the auditory theories.. In 1941 Donald Griffin and Robert 
Galambos t .ried covering the eyes, ears,. and mouth of a number 
of bats to see if the obstacle sense would be affected .. 
lw. Dolanski,. "Les Av.eugles Possedent-ils le 'Sens des 
Obstacles?' 11 Annee Psycl1olog:ique 1 XXXI (1930), cited hy 
Hayes,. 35-38.--
2Dolanski,.. cit,ed by Hayes,. 38. 
Covering- the. bats r eyes seemed t .o make no diffeF.enc;e ,, bu.t with 
the ears covered or the mouth covered so that no noi.se could 
be emit..ted ,. their ability irfas definitely impaired. Griffin 
and Galambos stated their theory as follows: 
Flying- bat.s detect <!J·hstac:les in their path b.y 
1) emitting; supersonic notes 
2) hearing these sound waves when refrected ba<!k to~ 
them by the obsta~les '--' 
3) detecting· the position of the o:bstacle by localizing 
th.e. source of· this reflec'tted sound .. 
Thi.s localization is presumably accompli.sh.ed binaurally 
by some auditory mechani-sm, similar in principle to. that. 
u~ed £Y ot.her mammals for sounds of ordinary frequen-
c~es. 
In 194l N:Llton Cotzin., lfti.chael Supa, and Karl Dallenbach 
undertook a study to resolve the contrad:Lct.i.ons existing in the 
problem of object percepti-on. These contradicti-ons arose be-
cause of the theori.zing and non-sc:il.entific approaches used in 
the ~~alysis of this phenomenon. Their aim was to determine 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the pere.eption of 
obstacles by 'the blind. by means of a series of seven experi-
ments held in a hall 1S feet wi.de, 61 feet. long·,., and 20 feet 
hi.gh. There were four subject:s,., t.wo blind' and two sighted,, all 
o.f whom were blindfolded .. 
Each subject was placed at varying: distances in front of 
the obstacl.e ~d asked to walk t .oward it, to stop,. raise hi.s 
right arm when he first perceived the obstacle (first percep-
lnonald R. Griffin and Robert Galambos, nThe Sensory 
Basis of Obstacle Avoidance by Flying~ Bats, n Journal. of' 
Experimental Zoology~ LY~VI (1941)~ 506. 
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tionJ, and then at. a signal from. the experimenter" to approach 
it as near as possible without touching it and raise his left 
arm. wh.en he was upon it (final appnaisal).. The ratio of the 
distance from the first pere.eption to the final appraisal was 
taken as the measure of his performance; this made comparison 
easy·. In. experiments 1 and 7, the obs-tacle was the end wall.. 
In the other five experiments a * inch masonite board, 4 feet 
wide and 4 feet ID inches high was used. It. was pl.ac:ed 2 feet 
above the floor on a portable standard .. 
The first three experiment.s were given under condit.i.ons· 
normal to the blind. Expe-riments 4 through 7 introduced 
various c·ontrols or eliminated certain cues. 
In t .ests 1-3 the obstacles were perceived easily by the 
blind vvho walked with no carpet do:wn and vvith shoes on. 
Perception was l .earned b.y the sighted a.fte.r a few tr~als. T•IJith 
a carpet and no shoes the task was much more di.f:ficult. 
Test 4 tested the theory that awaren.ess of obstacles was 
derived from pressur-e sensations on t .he face aroused by re-
flected air currents or air waves., A hood was put. over the 
entire head. Hearing: was lessened a bit~ n o npressure" was 
felt. The subjects were successful on this test but less so 
than on t .est 3. Thi.s, however,. disproved the pressure theory. 
Test 5 tested whether echoing sounds \vere a necessary 
condition. Both ears were stopped solidly. The face was 
clear. No detection of obstacles was possible. This still 
further discredited the pressure theory. 
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Test 6 ~eft the hearing intact and the skin areas exposed. 
The subjects put on earphones sounding a constant tone. No· 
success lvas achieved ~ al.l the subjects ran into the obstacles. 
In_ t .est 7 t:he subject and the experimenter occupied 
different rooms. The subject" with earphones on ,., listened in 
an empty room to the experimenter's approach to. an obstacle. 
All the subjects were able to "perceive" the ohstacles.l 
Results from these seven tests led them t .o conclude that: 
n1. St.imulati.on of the skin by air '\vaves was not 
a necessary; condition for the perception of 
obstacles .. 
2. Cutaneous. surfaces were not sufficient for the 
perception. 
3. Aural cues formed the basis for obstac:le per-
ception ... 
4. It ~ms impossible at that time for the authors 
t .o conclude whe.ther or not the ability was due 
to sound or pressure on a little pa tch of s kin 
in the ear canal (meatuses and t ympanums ) .n2 
Philip Worchel. and Karl. Dallenbach in 1946 did a study 
oi' perception of obstacl.es with the deaf-blind. Twenty 
subject s wer e se1.ected on the basi s of their ability to get 
around alone. The results shovved that they did not pesses s 
the n obstacle. sansen and were incapable of learning it. They 
1M. Cotz:in,.. M. Supa, and K. Dallenbach ,.. "Perception of 
Obstacles by the Blind,." The American Journal of Psychology, 
LVII (April, 1944.) ,, 133-18"3: 
2p .. Worc.hel, J. Mauney, and J .. Andre1.r1 , "Perception of 
Obstacles by t h e Blind ,., nJournal of Experimental Psychology,, 
XL (December, 1.950),. 746 ,. citing Cotz:i.L..'1,, Supa, and Dallenbach. 
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found that. stimulati.on of t .he cutaneous surfaces of the external. 
ears was not sufficient to the perception of obstacles; t.hus 
the pressure theory was shown t.o be untenabl.e., Audi.tory · 
stimulation was sho:v'll1 to be both a necessary and sufficient 
condition to perception. Therefore the aural mechanism 
involoved in the perception of ·obst.acles by the blind was 
audition.. The auditory theory,_, said the ~xperimenters , sus-
tained by the results of this study ,-: should no longer be 
regarded as theory but as established fact.1 
In t h e above d€af--blind experiment of Cornell,, the sub-
jects, who had been blind from birth or for at least 25 years, 
could not be taught to. perceive obstac-I.es. Philip \'lorchel and 
Joe E .. Berry thought, however,, that habits interfering \'lith the 
acquisition of the " obstacle sensen could not be eliminated in 
a brief time and thus , factors other than the absence of 
hearing may be responsible for their inability to learn to 
perceive obstacl.es.. Also, the authors thought, the test. 
should be given outdoors to allo·w them the cu es t hat are 
generally present to them. Thus,> a repeat of the Worchel 
and Dallenbach experiment was done with just deaf but. blind-
folded subjects with normal. external meatuses and t'jUilpanums. 
They proved incapable of l .earning to perceive obstacles. 
Sighted but blindfolded subjects were then used for the same 
l p . Worchel. and K .. Dallenbach, "'Facial Vision': 
Perception of Obstacles by the Deaf-Blind, n Ameri.can Journal 
of Psychology,. LX (Otitober, 194 7),.. 502-553. 
experiment,. and they shovved that ~hey all could learn to 
perceive obstacles.l 
Thus,.. the conclusions they arrived at were: ndeaf 
subJects vlithout the use of vision are incapable of learning 
to perceive obstacles; all norma~ hearing subjects did learn; 
audition is a necessary condit.ion to the perception of obstacles 
by the blind.n2 
The last of these three studies of the Cornell Labora-
tory inserted,, at ~east as the authors believed,. the final 
piece in the puzzle of "facial vision.n The first study 
shovred that stimulation of the exposed cutaneous surfaces was 
not a necessary or sufficient condition for the perception of 
obstacles {pressure theory), and that aural stimulation by 
reflections from the obsta,cle was both a necessary and suf-
ficient condition for it. The second study isolated the aural 
component s of the perception and found that stimulation of the 
cutaneous surf aces of the external ears vras not sufficient for 
the perception, and auditory stimulation was necessary for it. 
Thus,. the conclusion was drawn that audition vras the ba si s for 
perceptio.Q.. In this third expe.riment Cot.zin and Dallenbach 
broke do"Vm audition to determine '\vhether it vvas pi.tch or 
lp •. \'Jorchel and . J .. Berry, nThe Perc.eption of Obsta cles 
by the Deaf,. n Journal of Exnerimental Psychology,.. XLIII (March,. 
1952) ,. 187-194. 
2Ibid., ,. 194., 
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l.oudness 1.-rhich was utilized to perceive the obstacle •1 They 
reached six main conclusions: 
ttl., Changes in pitch are both a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the perception of 
obstacles. 
2. Changes in loudness are neither a necessary 
nor sufficient condition for the perGeption 
of ohstac.les. 
3. Under like conditions,. continuous sounds are 
as adequate to the perception as int.ermittent 
sounds. 
4.. At speeds of normal walking, high frequencies 
of approxirnat ely 10,.000 c: •. p. s. and above are 
necessary condi.tions; frequencies of about 
8,000 e.,p.s. and belmv are insufficient eon-
diti_ons. 
5. A high tone of a single frequency is a su.fficient 
condition. 
6. The pitch changes,. i..e., the fundamental basis 
of the percepti.on of obstacles by the blind,. 
are results of the Doppler shift .• n2 
This nnoppler shift" of Cotzin and Dall.enbach occurs v;hen 
an observer or an object is in motion. As an approach is made, 
there is a change in tone bet \veen the original sound and the 
echo,. and the pi.t ch rises. As the object or observer passes,: 
the pitch falls. This rise and fall, they believed, was the 
auditory clue to the perception of obstacles. 
Victor Tv;ersky agree.d 1.-rith Worchel. and Dallenbach that 
l rvi ., Cotzin and K. Dallenbach,_, ntFacial Vision:' The Role 
of Pitch ancl Loudness in the Perception of ObstaclE;s by the 
Blind"" The_· Amel_'i.can Journal of Psy_cho.lQgy,: LXIIT \October,. 
1.950)' h8:'5-8o.-
2Ibid., 515. 
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audi.tion vvas the basis of perception of obsta cles , burt he, 
however, stated that it wa s the change in loudness or intensity 
of the reflected sound that vra s the cue more than the cha n ge 
in pitch. Twersky st.atecl that hi.s theory ni.s oh the 'vhole 
more tenabl.e than the one based on the Doppler effect,, v-rhich , 
depending as it does on velocity, is w1able to account for the 
lmov-m ability of the blind to perceive obstacl.es in the absenc.e 
of moti.on."1 
The purpose of t h e study by Philip Worchel,. Jack :Mauney, 
and John Andrew,, follmv-ing soon after the Cornell studies, '\IITas 
to determine the distribution of abilities to perceive obstacles 
among 34 totally blind subjects.. This ex periment 'tras prompted 
by a desire to see Vfhat need there '!.'las for an obstacle avoid-
anne device,: and if so, to evaluate the efficiency of such a 
device. 
A movable obstacle v.ras p laced at predetermi n ed positions 
on an. outdoor concrete walk.. The subject was placed in a 
planned,, haphazard manner--6,, l2,. 1.8 ,, 24,-: 30, and 36 fe et 
from the obstacle in 54 trials. Six nblank1 trials were 
interspersed during the latter half of the series • . The subject 
'V'Tas instructed to report as soon as h.e perceived the obstacle 
and then stop "VThen he a pproached it as closely a s possible 
1v. Twersky·, "On the Physical Basis of the Perception of 
Obstacles by the Blind,n The American Jourpal of Psychology,. 
LXIV (July,. 1951), L~lO. 
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l'vi thout touching it .1. 
The measure of their performance v;as obtained by taking 
the numher of collisions, the numher of ".false perceptions, tt 
tl1e siz:e of the mean variation of the: mean. n·rirst perc·epti.ontt 
and 'lf'inal appraisa.1., 1r and. corre.lation <Df' the mean ttfirst 
perception't and "Tinal appraisaln with the starting· distance:. 
trThe. results were that l .arge individual differences in 
the ability to: first perc.ei.ve· the ohs.tacle. were found.. The~e 
was consist.enc)f in the 'final apprai.sal" of tho:se subjects who 
showed evidence of possessing the "obstacle sense.,' n-2. Seven 
of the 34 subjects C2l7; ) did not possess this "obstacle sense." 
Worchel. and I'vTauney then took these seven. subjects or 21% 
t .o: see if they could be taught to perceive obstacles by train-
ing. They gave 210 U.raining trials. Punishments (hits) and 
rewards (pats) were given by the experiment,er. Whenever 
approaches i'rere made more than one foot away or i.f the perform-
ance v.ras much poorer than the previ.ous one, the revmrd \vas 
withheld. After e.very apprai.sal,. the subject was led up to· the 
o:bst.acle so that. he could knm~ the amount of his error· .. 
The results showed that: 
"l. There '\'las. greater consistency in the ' 'first 
-------- ----
1p. ~vorchel, J .. Mauney 'fi and J .. Andrew, ttTh.e Percept ion of 
Ob.stacl.es by the Blind," Journal of Experimep.tal_ Psychology,.. 
XL (December·, 1950)., 746-751. 
2Ibid •. ,. 751. 
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perceptions r regardl.ess of the distance of 
the starting point from the obstacle. 
2. 'rhere "ivere smaller and more consistent ,.final 
appraisals.' 
3 •. There "V'lere .fev1er collisions vdth obstacles .. 
l.:,.. There 'trV'as only one 'false perception' in the 
'"blank' trials. nl 
Of their experiment the authors had this to say: 
Under the conditions of our obs tacle course,. 
systemati.c training in the perception of obstacles 
result.ed in t .he development of this abi.lity to an 
e:::-::tent equal t .o that possessed by experienced sub-
jects. A systematic course in perceptual recog;... 
nition and detection of objects for the blind m.ay 
be of considerable aid and shorten the period of 
trial-and-error procedure usually adopted by the 
blind .. 2 
Dallenbach published a summary of a study done 
to determi ne whether the results and con clus ions 
of the test experi ment done in 1941 on the percep-
tion of obstacles by blind and blindfolded subjects, 
which "i•ras conducted indoors under c-ontrolled labor-
atory conditions, could ·'be duplicated out of doors 
under uncontrolled conditions of every day life 
and to discover v.rhether this perception was a speeial 
ability possessed by the gifted only or ;,·ras it one 
capable of being learned by ev~ry person possessing 
normal or near normal hearing·.J 
Tvrenty students vrith varied amounts of h earing 'Vrere 
l F .. VIorchel and J. Mauney, ttThe Effect of Practice on 
ObstacJ:.e Perception by the Blind,.~ Journal of Experimental 
Psyc1ology,. XLI (l>!.Iarch, 1951), l7o . 
2Ibid. 
3c. P ...m.1 10ns, P .. Worchel,. and K. Dall.enbachi nThe Fercept.ion 
of Obstacles Out of Doors by Blindfolded and B indfolded-
Deafened Subjects, n Th~ Ameri can Journal of Psycholo_gy, LX.VI 
(October,. 1953), 550. 
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selected . They were put in matched groups. Part I had tv·TO 
groups : A vms blindfolded; B v-ras blindfolded and deafened .. 
Part II was j u st r eversed . 
An attemDt v-.ras made to t each the subject s to perceive the 
obst a cle (a large viasonite screen ) on a four foot vlide , sixty 
foot long walk out side . The starting positions vrere varied ; 
a first appraisal and f inal·appraisa l were asked f or. Th ere 
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"'."'lere seven experiments in a ll. Tests l and 5 1.-vere t.o shoi'r learn-
i ng in the perception of obstacles . Tests 2 and 6 1.1ere to show 
learning to tell when t .here 1.•ra s no obst a cle present . Test 3 
wa s to determi n e the r ole of odor in the perception of obstacles 
by stuf fing the nostrils. Test s 4 and 7 i-'rere given at n i ght, 
t hus elim:Lnating t he sun and mu ch of the noise. The procedure 
vms t h e s ame as vms u s ed in the Supa, Cotzin, and Dallenba ch 
experi ment previously described . 
The result s vrere that subject s V>rit h normal or 
near n ormal hearing \·rh o vrere blindfolded only , 
learned qui ckly to perceive obstacles . Thus i t vl~s 
shown not to be a special end mvment but something to 
be learned. The implica t i ons of t h is con clusion 
are far r ea ching : they are that a ll persons , blind 
but other1.vise normal,. are. capable of learning to 
perc ei ve obstacles; and that t here is no r eason, 
other t han the l a ck of cour age or vvi ll to learn, for 
any of them leading a vegetative existen ce in "~Hhich 
he ha s ~c o be l ed about .l 
The blindfolded and deafened made more noises with their fe et 
than t he oth ers in an attempt to over come t h e earplug s . Some 
libid.' 552. 
never learned to perceive; others learned at varying r ates to 
meet the criterion. 
The ones that failed v-Tere divided int o tvm hearing groups. 
Thus, t h e experimenters stated that the good hearine; group 
failed because of too great dependence on auditory cues. The 
poor hearing group could have failed for the same reason or 
because the hearing li•Tas defective at the very range necessary 
for the auditory perception. The ones that did meet the 
criterion vmre put into tioJO groups--those t hat bettered them-
selves and those that became worse at night. The former,, 
because of increased intensity of footsteps, a cuity of hearing, 
or ineffective ear blocks could perceive the obstacles at 
night VIh en the noise level was reduced . They had to use 
auditory cues because all others were eliminated • . The latter 
group, after realizing they could not hear vvell enough t hrough 
the barrier, sought other cues--thermal and olfactory--livhich, 
v.rhile less efficient, vrorked. Hov.rever, t h ese viere not present 
at night, and the subjects failed completely.l 
Thus, t h e conclusions at v'V'hich .lunmons, Worchel, and 
Dallenba ch arrived were: 
Because some subjects failed to perceive obstacles 
because of lack of s ound and others because of the 
l a ck of thermal or olfactory cues leads us to conclude 
that no single condition is neceaary for the percep-
tion of obstacles. Obstacles may be perceived by 
------
libid., 519-553. 
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sound, temperature (cold and warmth),. wind, pres sure, 
and odor. Audition is the principle basis of percep-
tion but it is necessary only in the sense t hat its 
cues are most reliable , a ccur at e and universal of all 
the cues yielding the perception. The course of 
learning for the subjects 'dith hearing i s sudden or 
insightful;: for those deafened there is a tendency 
for it to occur gradually as by trial-and-error. The 
'black curtains' or ~dark shades' reported by the 
hearing subjects vvhen they came near to the obstacle 
are imaginal expe1ienc:!es that. are aroused associatively 
by auditory cues. 
One of the most recent studies inthe field of object per-
ception, published in 1954, 't-tas made by Philip Worchel and 
Bruce HeGarty wi'tl1 an ll year old boy to show the effect of the 
rate of motion on object perception. The blind boy rode a 
bicycle on a concrete vmlk containing 2 obs·cacles covering 
half the walk . They w.ere placed along the course in a planned , 
haphazard order to test his ability to locate them as h e 
approached on his bicycle. He ran the course 100 times {200 
pos s ible collisions). He collided only 4 times. After L~O 
consecut.i ve tria ls \·Tithout a co l lision, he vms told to go as 
fast as possible. Forty more trials were given to make the 
total number 100. Only one collision occurred after instru c-
tions to go faster were given. Thus, faster speeds did not 
tend to increase the number of colli sions.2 
1Ibid., 553. 
2B. IvlcCarty and P . Worchel , "Rate of I\!lotion and Object 
Perception in t he Blind,. n The Ne\'T Outlook for the Blind, 
XLVIII {November, 1954) ,. 316-322 . 
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The r esults of this study brought a definit.e contradic-
tion to a stat ement by Sergal Hhich said that he ncould not 
perceive an obstacle if he a pproached it faster than a very 
sloV'i vmlk.nl 
rflcCart y and itlorchel admitted, h owever, that t heir "experi-
mental de s i gn was not flexible enoug11 to accomodate the boy's 
phenomenal ability, and it must remain for another ex periment 
to test adequately both extremes i n speed v'rith provisions to 
insure that human reflex limi ts are not mistaken for lj_mits of 
a perception.n2 
Until 1952 experimental procedures involved the movement 
of eith er subject or obsta cle. In 1952, hmvever, C. E . Jones 
and S . 0. Ivleyers investigated the phenomenon of the ability of 
blind persons to perceive obs tacles without motion. It is 
this investigati.on upon vvhich the auth ors ba se t heir thesis. 
l Karl Burklen, Bltndenpe_ychologie (Leipzig: 
cited by IvicCarty and ltforchel, ttRate of Motion and 
Perception in the Blind,.." :The NevL Outloqk f or the 
XIJVlii (November,. 1954), 317. 
2IvlcGarty and \rJorchel,, op. cit. 320. 
Barth,. 1924), 
Object 
Blind, 
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CHAP'l'ER III 
PROCEDURE 
CHAPTER I I I 
PROCEDURE 
It vms t he observation of t wo psychologists in England,, 
c. G. Jones and S . 0 . IVleyers, and was also a generally accepted 
fact, that "blind people are able to recogni ze the presence of 
obstacles without having to move towards them. nl The conclu-
sions of t h e Cornell studies could not explain this phenomenon, 
therefore Jones a nd Neyers undertook a preliminary study. 
The Cornell studies showed t hat hearing wa s es sential to 
a person's perception of objects, and t hat in order to "hear 1 " 
a chang e i n pitch had to be noted, and i n order to get a chang e 
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in pitch, movement tovmrd the obstacle v.ras essentia l. Ho-vr, then, 
do blind persons perceive obstacles~rithout moving toward them? 
To anm"ler this question , Jones and :f.'leyers had the subject 
sit in a chair which was placed in the middle of a l arge 
darkened room. Most subjects were totally blind, but those 
"'rith sight wore dark goggles, padded with cotton wool; t hus, 
fact.ors of light and sight were controlled. 
There 1·1ere five obstacles, each 6 feet high, constructed 
of hard-board on wooden frames. 'rhe widt,hs of t he obst a cles 
were 2 :feet,. 6inches, 4 inches,. 2 inches, and 1 inch. 
1 C. G. Jones and S . 0. Meyers, nobstacle Experiments,tt 
The Teacher of the Blind, Vol. XLII, . August, 1954, 153. 
A chair vlhich was easily turned was rotated into four 
positions; the objects were placed from 3 to 6 feet avray from 
the chair. After the subjects had been introduced to the room 
as it vv-as without any obstacles , the obstacles \vere t hen placed 
in pre-arranged positions . The subj ect,s \vere taken through the 
t .... t +. esv, one a a ulme. As each subject was led to the chair, he 
covered hi s ears vdth his hands to avoid receiving any impres-
sions on the \ 'laY to t he chair. The subject was encouraged to 
make any noises he vlished . He then had to state whether there 
\'las an obstacle in each of the four positions. This procedure 
v-,ra s repeated ten times, giving a total of 40 responses. In 20 
of the positions there was no obstacle present; in the other 
20 positions, each of the five obstacles appeared at distances 
of 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet. 
Two separate scores were obtained to measure the subject's 
success in the percept i on of obstacles. One score measured 
the subject's ability to perceive the absence of obstacles, 
-v1hi le t he other measured his ability to perceive the prese:q.c~. 
of obsta cles. The first score was calculated by counting the 
number of his correct nno obstacle a responses. r-ieyers and 
Jones calculated the second score by giving the same number of 
points for correctly perceiving an ob stacle as the distance of 
t hat obstacle from the subject. That is to say, if a subject 
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perceived correctly Obst acle A at 6 feetr- he was given 6 points. 
A.t the end of the 10 trials, 1-vhen all the obstacles had been 
p laced at all the four distances (3,. 4, 5, and 6 feet),. a total 
score for each obsta cle l'va s obtained. Thus, if the subject 
perceived Obstacle A correctly at 4, 5,. and 6 feet, but not at 
3 feet, ~'lis score vlOuld be 15. Eighteen ~-vas the best poss ible 
score for ea ch obstacle. 
The subject's success in perceiving both the presence and 
abs ence of obsta cles together with his remarks in the experi-
mental room determined Jones' and Ivl.eyers' estimation of the 
subject's reliability, that is, how true an indication of the 
subject's ability to perceive obstacles was his score on the 
test. The subjects were classified as Very Reliable (R+)., 
Reliable (R), Mediumly Reliable (JYI), and Unreliable (U). Of 
the 39 subjects tested,. 15 \vere rated Rf; ll, R; 6, U; and 
l was questionable. 
hbere the subjects "''ere very good in perceiving-, the 
authors could discriminate between their povmrs only vrhen the 
subjects were tested with the two narrmvest obstacles. Oddly 
enough, with these smallest obstacles, the nearer positions 
were missed ·while t h e more distant ones v.Jere detected. 
The females a. chieved poorer re sult s tllc:m t he male t:~ . J ones 
c:md I<eyers felt that temperament, and nervousness may have 
played a part. The fe_ct that blind boys are more active and 
adventuresome may also have influenced the results. Hm,;ever, 
the number of subjects was not large enough to draw reliable 
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conclusions •1 
To find out more about the phenomenon of obJect perception 
without movement, the authors of thi s t hesis redid the 1952 
study of Jones and Heyers vdth slight va.rie.tions . 
Thirty-eight boys and 35 girls served a s volunteer sub-
jects. .f'..ll were students at Perl-;:ins School for t he Blind, a 
residential school. The 73 subjects were between the ages of 
13 and 20 years. The vision of these subjects fell into t hree 
categories: t .otal blindness,. light perception, and usable 
vi s ion. 
The 5 obstacles vvhich 1.vere used in the experiment v.rere made 
of ~ inch masonite boards, 6 feet high and 2 feet, 6 inch es, 
4 inches, 2 inches, and 1 inch in width. 'l'hey stood on t he 
floor, supported by wooden stands. 
There 1vere tvvo obstacle perception test s in t he experj~ment: 
Test I, held in a room in the Deaf-Blind Cottage 1 and Test II, 
held in the Lower School Gym. Test I was held in t he most 
acousti cally perfect room available . The room ~ras almost 
square, approximately 16 'xl6'8n. A thick ca rpet covered the 
floor f rom wall to ,,rall; the ceiling -v~ras made of soundproof 
materia l; the f ew immova ble objects which were against t h e 
vmll were covered with sound-absorbent material. Thus, there 
vvas a mini mum opportunity for distorti.on of echo. A vvo oden 
stool on which t he sub j ect s sat was placed in t he middle of the 
lJones and li-J.eyers, 153-157. 
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room. 
The subject, regardless of amount of vision, was blind-
folded and led into the room 1.-.rith his hands over his ears in 
order to get no impression of the obst a cles, Y'Thich were already 
placed in predetermined,. haphazard positions. Once on the stool 
and lll[ith his ears novv uncovered, the subject was swung around 
in order to disorient him. 
Test I consis.ted of five tria ls (Trials l-5) with four 
reports in each trial~ thus a tota l of twent y reports was made. 
Because the time for testing the subjects was so limited by 
t heir sch ool schedules, it \vas necessa ry to take five or six 
children at one period. Because the obstacles \vere so clmnsy 
and difficult to move, it was ne:c:essary to take all t h e subjects 
through Trial I, then rearrange the obs tacles according to the 
pl a n {see Table I), then ta.ke them a ll through Trial 2,. etc. 
Since the subjects might tell one another of their judgments 
( separ a te rooms were not available f or t hem to wait in), each 
subject was start ed at a different posit ion in each tria l, 
although the sequence of t h e positions r emained t h e same. 
The subjects vlere pur posely told t h is to discourage t hem from 
discussing their r e sponses. 
1'fuile one of the experimenters sat on the side of the 
room and recorded t he responses a nd judgments, the other stood 
directly behind the subject and placed him in the posit i ons, 
aski ng h i m, ncan y ou tell me i f there is an obsta cle directly 
in front of you, betv;een you and the "~'Tall ? tt It was decided 
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that the four posit i ons 1'rou l d be t h e four corners of t h e room, 
t hus g iving a s little distortion of echoes a s pos s ible, a nd 
a lso a llm,fing t he su bject to be e qui distant from t h e fou r 
-v·m lls. 
In 'fest II t h e Lo·~Arer School Gy-m, vihich vms rect angu l a 1 ... in 
shape (approx imately 75' x 25'), v.ra s used . Th e vmll surface 
"~:Ja s very roug!1 .. The end vrall.s were brick, and the sid e v,;-alls 
v·:ere 1trooci . Climbing bars, a pian o,. a vm oden horse, mats 1' 
cabinets, and other a pparatus vvere lef t in the room ag ainst 
the v·:alls.. r he ceiling vras very h igh and the VlindoHs vvere 
hi gh u p on t h e side 'l;Jal ls . The flo or vras made of 'lJJOod . 
Because of the size of t h e room, t h e roughness of the wal l s, 
t h e v'!Ooden paneling ,. and the equ i pr:1ent remaining i n the room 1 
t h e g}nn gave a n aximum opportunity for distorti on . of e ch oes .. 
~\_ rotating pi a no stool -vms us ed in t h is t est.. 'fhe ticking of 
a n electric clock in t h e room served as a cue of orientation, 
although thi.s "V"ms not felt to he significant to the results. 
The procedure for Test JI -vva s similar to r.rest I except 
in a few i n stances . In Test I, all the subjects, regardless 
of amount of vision, \'Jere blindf olded, but in Test II, be cause 
of the complaints of discomfort cau s ed by the blindfold, only 
those sub jects v•rith light perception or u sable vision 'lJlere 
re quired to ;,'lear one. 
Unlike Test I ,. the subjects in Tes·t II -v·rere tak en ~ at 
a time through all five 'tria ls (Tria ls 6-10) , one· trial right 
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after t h e other. After a subjec·t had finished his five •crial s 
' 
he 1·m s ex cu sed; t hus the chance to compare ans•;Jers 1-1ras elimin-
ina ted. Another deviation in experimental procedure occurred 
as t h e s ub jects vrere not ahrays taken through Trials 6 -10 in 
"c ~1at ord er, but one subject may have d one Trials 7, 9, 6 , 10 ,. 
and 8 1 v'rh i le another , Trials 9 , 8 , 10 , 6 , and 7. Although 
each s ub ject began a trial i n a diffe rent position (as in Test 
I), he ma y have been turned to t he lef t or t h e right , s o that 
there vms no sequen c e of pattern a s t h ere wa s in Test I .. 
The s cores of the subject on Test I and Test II were 
compared. 'i'he I'fean vlith its St Emdard Deviation, the Difference 
between t h e I'Iean s, and the Critica l Ratio vrere obt a ined in 
order to s ee i f t here v1as a significant difference betv·ieen the 
t lm t ests . The l'Jiean vms computed by the short method ~fJd 
t h e S . D. Nas calculated by t h e fon~uJ!al~Nda.-M and the 
C. R . \ 'laS obtained 'V'Jith t h e for mula M1 -f'1a . 
~(MJ ... ,.,2) 
From the results of the obst:.acle test, t h e s ubject s vrere 
divide d into t No groups (A and B). Group A c ont aine d the 
high s corers ( n g ood percei v erstt ) 7 "": lhiJ.e Group B consisted of 
the lov; s c orers ( npoor perceivers" ) • 
The s u bject s vrere then given the California Test of 
Pers onal ity (form 1\..'\. , Intermediate and Secondary, according to 
t h e grad e level of the subje ct ). The scores of t he subjects 
i n Gr oup A 1vere cowpar ed to those in Group B on t his test to 
see if a significant differen c e in the personality traits 
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could be found. Twelve traits p l us the atota l 11 per·sona lity 
were tabu l a ted. 
The most recent I •. Q . scores \vere taken. All but 14 
score s vmre obtained by the r~.'eschler-Belle-vue Intelligence 
Sca le s (forms U I, VI II, and \'ITSC--all as sumed to give 
e quiva lent scores);· the 14 others were mea sured on the I nterim 
Ha yes-Binet Tests of Intelligence. I. (). . scores of the sub-
jects i n Group A were compared, here too, to Group B to see if 
t here was a s i gnificant difference in their intelligence. 
'l'his procedure a llowed the authors to determine the in-
flu ence of personality and intellectual factors on the a bility 
to perceive obstacles. 
f-L."lot h er purpose of t his study was to v erify t h e study 
d one i n 19 52 by Jones and J'!ieyers VJhich tes·ted t h e ability of 
blind s ubjects to perceive s t ationary obje cts from a sta tionary 
position. 'rhus, the authors compa red ·t h e results of the obsta-
cle perception test to Jones' and IVIeyers' results. Differences 
in popul ations, nwnber of responses, and procedures made it 
i mp ossible to stati stica lly find a relat ion ship between the 
t vw studi es. Hovv-ever , en ough information vms gathered for 
so:, e as sumptions to be ma de • . 
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CHl\.P'fER IV 
lli-!ALYSIS OF RESULTS 
CHAPTER IV 
AN.~:U.YSIS OF RESULTS 
I ::-o analysing the data of this study, three areas were 
questioned. First,, was it possi ble for blind individuals 
seated in a stationary position to perceive the presence and 
location of stationary objects? Second, assuming that percep-
tion was possible,. was that ability related to personality 
fact ors,. and third, 'I.'Vas it related to intellectual factors? 
To see if it v-.rould make a difference in the results, the 
authors divided the obs tacle test into tvm parts, Test I and 
Test II, as was described above.. The same 73 subjects v,;ere 
used in both tests. In each test, to achieve a perfect score 
of 20 correct responses, the subje ct had to perceive the 
presence as well as the absence of the obstacles in t h e select-
ed positions. 
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To compute the r esults of Test I and Test II the Mean and 
Standard Deviation of each t est i•Tas fO'lmd. Test I ("N equa ls 73) 
had a Nean score of 11.04 out of 20 possible correct responses 
vdth a S . D. of 2.42, while Test II had a lJlean score of 14.28 
v-vith a S. D. of 2.60. In Test. II 72 of the 73 subjects had a 
score of 10 or better, v.rhile in Test I only 55 of the 73 sub-
ject s scored 10 or above. The highest score on Tes"c I vms 16 
correct responses which vvas achieved by only one person, 'l.'lhile 
in Tes~c IT 16 subjects obtained the score of 16 and 19 more 
subjects obtained scores from 17 to 20 (see Table II). Thus 
it vias evident that the subjects perceived with a greater 
degree of accuracy in Test II than in Test I, and it seemed 
likely that the difference in the r esults would be statistically 
significant (see Fig. 1). 
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To test the significance of the difference between the scores 
of Test I and Test II, the Critical Rati.o vvas computed. To be 
significant at the 5 percent level of confidence a C. R. of 
1.96 or greater is necessary. In this present . comparison a 
C. R . of 7 .. 7 'tvas obt a i n ed •. The difference, then,. wa s qi gnifi-
cant even at the .1 percent leve l of confidence w·hich indicated 
that t h is difference could be obtained by chan c e a lone only 
one time i n a thousand. Since a significant difference vvas 
found to exist between the test~, they \vere then considered 
as t wo separate t ests measuring t he ability to perceive 
obstacles. 
To further understand t he r esult s of t he tvvo t ests, an 
approximate 1-'Iedian for each test wa s f ound . Fifty-five percent 
of the subjects mai ntained the same relative positi on to the IV:edian 
on both tests. Uhile 6!3 percent shifted from be lovr the Hedian 
in Test I to above the I\'Iedian in Test II, 22 percent vvent from 
above the Eedian in Test I to below the Iviedian in Test II. 
Thus, the test s were felt to give comparable indications of 
t h e subjects' a bility to perceive object s . Since the controls 
used in Test I were more consistent (as des cribed in the 
procedure ) Test I v;as used as a basis for investigating the 
r e lationship of persona lity and intellectual factors to the 
abilit y to perceive obstacles. 
To c ompare the subj e ct s in the three areas (object percep-
t ion , personalit y and il1telligence), they vmre divided into V,·.ro 
grou? S (Groups A and B) accordi ng to their ability to percei~e 
on Test I (Fig . 2). A natural divisi on occurred in the rc;n,~J 
scor es of Test I which -v;ra s use d to eli vide the groups rather 
t han t h e "truen Eedian. The t vw groups therefore differed 
slightly in nmnber. Group A (J 5} vvas considered the "g ood 
percei vingu group , a nd Group B (3 8 ) v\]'as t he 11 poor percei vingn 
group. ~·Jith the subje ct s a l ,::rays remaining divided into these 
t vro groups ,. the personality s cores of the subjects in Group 
A were t hen compared vli t h the personality s cores of the sub-
ject s in Group B. In like manner, t h e I. Q. scores of the 
subjects i n Group A and Grou p B were obtain ed and compared . 
As vrould be expe ct ed ,. the s cores of Group A and Group B 
differe d signifi cant l y on Test I (obstacle p erception t est). 
Group A (E equa l s 35) had a I~·Iean score of 13.17 v.ri th aS . D. 
of 1. OS . In Group B {N equals 38) t he I1~ean score wa s 9 .08 
'th ~ n ~ l 47 '!,·fJ. a 0 . ..... • OI .• • The Critica l Ratio betv-reen t hese t vm 
groups ·wa s 13.19 1-vhi ch i s signi f icant at the 5 per cent and 
also a t the •. 1 percent l evel of confiden c e (Table I I I and 
Fi g . 2 ). 
I n the California Te s t of Persona lity VJhi ch vvas a d!llinis-
tered to a ll t he subject s , Group A had a Mean s core of 117.1 
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vdth a S . D. of 26.4 whi l e Group B had a l'f!:ean score of 121~9 
with a S . D. of 22.8. The Critical Ratio between t he scores of 
the tvm group s was . $2 (Table IV) • Since this \oJas not signif i-
cant at the 5 pel"' cent level of confidence, the Null Hypothesis 
must be accepted , (see Fi g . 3). These results "~Here fu:L~ther 
substantiated by comparing Groups A and B on each of the 
twelve sub-tests of the personality test. All Crit i cal Ratios 
vmre less t hem l. 96, and t hus they were not significant a t tne 
5 percent level or confidence (see Table V). 
In cornparing the Int e lligence Quotients obtained by the 
Hayes-Binet and \'leschler tests of Group .A.· and Group B. ,. no 
significant difference ~ovas f ound. The Hean of Group A V>ras 
109.1 vrith a S . D. of 18 .4; the Viean of Group B ~vas 107.7 with 
a S . D. of 16 . The Critica l Ii.atio v-ras .34 (see Table VI 
and Fi8· l1-). This is not s i gnifi cant; at the 5 percent level 
of c onfidence. 
One aspect. of the pr e sent study iHas to verify the results 
of the study ma de in 19 52 by C. G. Jones and :::: . O. I•'leyers. 
Howev er, difference s in popul a tion, number of responses, a nd 
proc edure bet;;.reen the tlvo studies made it impossible to st.~t -
istically verify or nullify their study. In the pr esent s t udy 
two te s ts of 20 responses . ~ach were used as opposed to Meyer's 
one test of 40 re sponses . The subjects of the pr e sent. study 
vwre the 73 (out of SO) in the Upper School v;ho volunteered as 
subjec·ts. r-' othing i s knm1n about the method Jones aDd i1eyers 
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used in the selection of their 39 subjects . The physical 
environment differed in all three tests, and experimental 
procedures ;,,rere not as constant as they mi ght have been. 
1:"Jhile it v.ras impossible to determine if there was a sig -
nificant difference in t he r esults of Jchese three tests ('rest 
I and II and Jones' and i':~eyers' study), it vias possible to 
compare them and analyze them to a degree so that some Imm,r-
ledge of their similarities could be obtained and some a ssump-
tions made. 
A r·1ean s core and a Standard Deviation vrere derived from 
t h e data given by J ones a nd Eeyers with the follc:n·J"ing results : 
~iiean equals 30.82 vrith a 3 . D. of 4.88 . Test I of the present 
s tudy had a Fie an score of 11. Olr vvi th a S . D. of 2 .42 while 
Test II had a I:Tean score of 14 . 28 1vith a S . D. of 2 .60 (see 
Table VII) . Since Jones' and IVieyers' subjects ha.d to make 
twice as many responses as t he subjects on eith er Test I or 
Te st~ II , it vrould be e:;:pe cted that both the Nean and S . D. of 
Jones' and :J>leyers' results vmuld be double t .he Hean and 3 . D. 
of either Test I or Test II. Since the expected did o c cur 
b.et\,reen Test II and Jones ' and r:Ieyers T resu lts,. the authors 
a ssm:1e the subjec·t s of Te s t II and the subje ct~s of Jones r and 
l,ieyers' study perceived viith a similar degree of success . It 
may also be as sumed that since the subjects ~trere more success-
ful on Test II than on Test I , the conditions of Test II were 
more similar to Jche experimental setup of Jones and Ivieyers. 
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Jone s' and Eeyers' result s sh ov; e cl that t h e females made 
mu ch poor er scores t '1a n t he ma l e s . Tempera!'lwnt , n ervousness, 
l e s s a ctivit:, y a nd exploration \vere suggested a s possible 
reasons f or t h eir poorer shm-ring .. Since t h e group wa s s o 
small , n o con cl usion s \·vere r ea ch ed . In Test I of the present 
study of 73 subje ct s , t h e diffe r ence between the s core s of 
the boys and the girls -\' l c'. S comput ed . The fiiean a the girls t 
scores ·Has 10.68 (out of a pos s ible 20 ) '\,vith a S . D. of 2 . 29 . 
The Hean of the boys ' s cores 1.1as 11.37 vdth a S . D. of 2 . 32 .. 
The Critical Hatio vms 1.27 whi ch is n ot significcmt at the 
5 p ercent l evel of confidence. 
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TABLE I 
PLAN OF OBSTACLE PERCEPTION TESTS 
POSITIONS 
Trials-'rest I Vi X y: z 
l E3 D6 c4 0 
2 0 B6 A5 E 6 
3 D4 A3 E5 0 
4 0 0 A. 4 0 
5 c5 0 0 B4 
Test :er 
6 0 0 A6 B5 
7 E 4 c6 0 0 
8 0 D5 0 0 
9 D3 0 0 0 
10 0 c B3 0 3 
0 equals no obstacle A equals l n obstacle 
3- 6 equals distance B If 27T n 
in feet from the c n 4n ll 
subject D tt 6tt n 
E n 24n 1t 
I 
,_.... . ...... .. __ 
. ' /' '-.... 
., / \ I '\ 
I \ 
....___.,'vv \ . -·x , - "'7 
------ - ., -----..... -- 4-
.( ' f_ • 
i ;' ' \ 
··, .. __ ,....., )(. \,"- -~~ ""·. "1 
Tr-
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TABLE II 
COMPARI SON OF SUBJECTS t SCORES ON OBSTACLE TES'rS : 
TEST I AND TEST II 
RAVi SCORE 
Subject 1'est I Test II Sub,jec.t Test I Test II 
1 14 15 38 9 12 2 10 10 39 12 18 3 1h 12 40 9 16 4 11 18 41 10 12 5 8 12 42 13 16 6 10 13 43 10 16 
7 10 15 44 7 13 8 8 16 45 15 19 9 14 11 46 8 16 10 13 13 47 10 16 11 14 14 48 12 11 12 13 11 49 12 15 13 13 15 50 13 17 
llJ. 13 13 51 14 17 15 6 11 52 10 13 16 15 1-7 53 IO 14 17 12 13 54 8 11 18 13 18 55 8 12 19 6 10 56 16 18 20 11 15 57 6 20 21 8 18 58 11 12 22 14 16 59 12 18 23 14 16 60 12 11 24 10 15 61 9 12 25 11 20 62 12 11 26 12 14 63 8 15 27 14 l4 64 10 15 28 12 12 65 7 13 29 12 10 66 10 16 30 13 16 67 12 16 
31 10 17 68 l2 16 32 10 14 69 13 14 33 14 17 70 8 11 
34 8 14 71 11 12 
35 13 14 72 11 9 36 8 15 73 15 15 37 10 10 
TABLE II cont. 
FREQUENCY OF' S CORES ON OBSTACLE TESTS, I AND II 
Score Frequency 
I II 
- - - -,·---·- ·-·· ---·-·- --- --- --
20 0 2 
19 0 1 
18 0 6 
17 0 5 
16 1 12 
~tt 3 10 9 8 
13 10 7 
:~.~:.:~12 12 9 
11 6 8 
10 14 4 
9 3 1 
8 10 0 
7 2 0 
/" 3 0 0 
-·- Poil1t- u-sed as median to divide Test II ,,, 
..,1.., -.1 .. Point used as median to divide Test I ... , .. ... , ... 
STATIS'riCAL .ci\..NALYSIS OF OBSTACLE TEST S CORES , I AED II 
No. of Subjects 
lVIean 
Diff •. of Means 
Standard Deviat.ion 
Critical Ratio 
Test I 
35 
11.04 
2.42 
3 .2L,. 
7. 7~-r. 
Test II 
- 3--s--
14.28 
2.60 
52 
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TABLE III 
COHPARISON OF SCORES OF GROUP A AND GROUP B 
ON OBSTACLE TEST I 
rurvJ SCORE 
Group A Grou_l)_]3 _ _ 
Subject Score Sub,ject Score 
- -
- ---- ------- --· - ---·- - --
1 1Lr 1 10 
2 ll!· 2 10 
3 1.3 3 6 
4- 1l.,L 4- 8 
5 13 5 11 
6 13 6 8 
7 15 7 10 
8 12 8 9 
9 12 9 9 
10 12 10 10 
ll 13 11 10 
12 llr 12 7 
13 13 13 10 
14- 13 14 8 
15 12 15 9 
16 l2 16 8 
17 13 17 11 
18 16 18 10 
19 12 19 11 
20 13 20 8 
21 15 21 8 
22 14 22 6 
23 13 23 11 
24 12. 24- 10 
25 13 25· 10 
26 14 26 10 
27 lll· 27 8 
28 111- 28 8 
29 12 29 10 
30 15 30 10 
31 14 31 8 
32 12 32 6 
33 12 33 11 
34 12 34- 8 
35 12 35 10 
36 7 
37 10 
38 11 
TABLE III cont. 
FREQUEN CY OF SCORES OF GROUPS A AND B ON TEST I 
- --- - -------·--------
Score Frequency A B 
------- - ---.. -- ·-- ------·--- ---
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
1 
3 
9 
10 
12 
· 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
14 
3 
10 
2 
3 
STAT I STICAL COI•iPAR.I SON OF GROUP A Al\fD GROUP B ON TEST I 
Number of Subjec.ts. 
j)fiean 
Diff eren ce of Means 
Standard Deviation 
Critical Ratio 
----·---
Group A 
35 
13.17 
1.08 
Group B 
38 
9 .08 
1.47 
----------------- -----
~:·Significant at t he .1 percent level of 
confidence 
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TABLE IV 
COivJ.P ARI SON OF GROUP A AND GROUP B ON PEHSOEALrrY TEST 
RA.Vi SCORE 
Group A Group B 
Subje ct Score Sub.ject Score Sub,jec~ Score Subject Score 
1 116 20 138 1 102 20 
2 89 21 139 2 150 21 
3 150 22 71 3 112 22 
4 72 23 82 4 87 23 
5 157 24 66 5 98 24 
6 145 25 142 6 115 25 
7 154 26 116 7 138 26 
8 85 27 135 8 1l~3 27 
9 113 28 151 9 145 28 
10 96 29 127 10 llf-8 29 
11 108 30 109 11 113 30 
12 113 31 115 12 144 31 
13 124 32 131 13 152 32 
14 108 33 114 14 151 33 
15 139 34 131 15 98 34 
16 125 35 138 16 13-9 35 
17 69 17 128 36 
18 122 18 126 37 
10 
-::....<....--- 128 ,_ ____ 19 136 8 ___31_ 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONl\.LI'l'Y SCORES 7. GROUPS A AND 
I N 10 POllJT 
160-169 
150-159 
140-149 
130-139 
120-129 
110-119 
100-109 
90-99 
80-89 
70-79 
60- 69 
50-59· 
40-49 
IN'fERVALS 
Frequency 
A B 
1 0 
4 4 
2 5 
7 5 
5 9 
5 5 
3 5 
1 2 
3 2 
2 0 
2 0 
0 0 
0 1 
107 
126 
127 
~.9 
138 
134 
108 
117 
101 
127 
146 
128 
82 
127 
106 
128 
126 
151 
118 
B, 
55 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
TABLE V 
COMPARI SON OF GROUP A AND GROUP B ON 12 SUBTESTS 
OF PERSONALITY TEST 
Subtest N M s. D. c. R. 
A 35 9.66 2.12 
.91 B 38 9.13 2.-75 
A 35 10.20 3.40 
.31 B 38 10 .L~ 5 3 ~ 30 
A 35 9.11 3.15 
.21 B 38 9.26 2.99 
A 35 10.46 3.95 
.17 B 38 10.61 3.41 
A 35 8.?1 3.70 
.63 B 38 9.26 3.70 
A 35 10.03 2.67 
.47 B 38 10.32 2.58 
A 35 12.71 1.86 F:\4 B 38 12.45 2.17 ._, 
A 35 10.00 3.21 
.69 B 38 10.47 2 •. 43 
A 35 8 .89 3.66 1.18 B 38 9. 89 3-33 
A 35 10.97 3.76 
.80 B 38 11.68 3-75 
.A. 35 8 .63 3.43 1.64 B 38 9 . 84 2.72 
A 35 9. 69 3.02 
.11 B _38 9.76 _ _0_24 
1 Sel.f- Reliance 7 Socia l St andar ds 
2 Sense of Pers onal Worth 8 Social Skills 
3 Sense of Pers onal Freedom 9 Anti-Social ill.enden cies 
4 Feeling of Belonging 10 Family Relat .ions 
5 1:Ji t hdrav'ling Tendency 11 School Relati ons 
6 Nervous_ Symptoms l2 Community R_elat-,i ons 
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'l' ii~BLE VI: Cor:1pari son of Group A and Group B 57 
on Intelligen ce Tests 
Ravr Score 
I - - -· Group A Group B 
Sub ject Score I Subje ct Score 
---------
1 129 1 118 -·--·-
2 110 2 118 
3 106 3 122 
4 130 L:- 98 
5 116 5 119 
6 121 '* 6 103 
7 162 -·· 7 119 -·- I 8 87 -·- 8 76 -·-9 105 9 163 -·--·-10 86 ' 10 106 
11 Ill I 11 82 -·--.-12 116 12 109 13 105 13 12/+ 1ll- 121 lh 81 
15 107 15 104 
16 120 16 117 
17 108 17 91 
18 127 18 105 
19 130 19 104 
20 100 20 79 -·--.
21 109 21 126 
22 68 22 91 
23 99 23 97 -·--.
24 112 -·- 24 108 -·-.,. -.-
25 136 25 101 
26 109 26 120 
27 108 27 133 
28 82 28 96 
29 107 29 119 
30 89 30 103 
31 96 31 95 -·--·-
32 111 32 96 -·-.,, 
33 108 33 101 
34 l05 34 120 -·--.
35 97 35 114 
36 117 -·--.-
-·- In .... rim Hayes-Bine 37 121 ' (' 
' Te ts of Inte11ige ce 38 100 
- - - -
TABLE VI cont. 
TABULATIOl'~ OF I NTELLI GEN CE TEST SCORES GROUPS A lu\TD B 
' ' 
I N 10 POI NT I NTERVALS 
- - - ------·--·-- ··-----·· -------· 
Scores Fre quenc_y Sc_C?]'es F'reguency 
- ·- -
- A g- A B 
·--·--···----·· ---
160-169 1 1 100-109 12 11 
150-159 0 0 90-99 3 7 
11~0-149 0 0 80-89 4 2 
130-13 9 3 1 70-79 0 2 
120-129 5 6 60-69 1 0 
110-119 6 $ 
31'AT I STICAL ANALYSIS OF INTELLIGENCE TES1' S CORES 
' 
GROUPS A AND B 
·--·~------·- ---·-- -----·-----
Group A Group B 
------- -·--- --- - ··--· 
No. of' Subjects 
Ivlean Score 
Diff. of' Neans 
Standard Deviation 
Critical Ratio 
- -------·---·· 
35 
109.1 
.34 
38 
107.7 
16 .0 
··---- --
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COMPAR ISON OJi' THE SC OltES OF THE STLJDY OF HEYERS A"rTD JONES, TEST I AriD TEST I I 
19~2 Study Test I _1.2i7 St u9.-.l_ Test II 12,5.7 S~ 
i·rc:rt ;;cR :treq. ' 1 f N /J 0 ~ HCR )'~ OR Freq. ~1 of N d. - NCR -~~oR '--- ~ /~ of N 
40 100 0 0 20 100 0 o . 20 100 2 3 
38- .39 95 1 3 19 95 0 0 19 95 1 1 
36-37 90 8 21 18 90 0 0 18 90 6 8 
34-35 85 5 13 17 85 0 0 17 85 5 7 
32-.33 80 7 18 16 80 1 1 16 80 12 16 
30-.31 75 6 15 15 75 3 4 15 75 10 14 
28-29 70 4 10 14 70 9 12 14 70 8 11 
26-27 65 2 5 13 65 10 14 13 65 7 10 
24-25 60 1 3 12 60 12 16 12 60 9 12 
22-23 55 2 5 11 55 6 8 11 55 8 11 
20-21 50 1 J 10 50 14 19 10 50 4 6 
18-19 45 2 5 9 45 J 4 9 45 1 1 
16-17 40 0 0 8 Lw 10 14 8 40 0 0 
1Lr·-15 35 0 0 7 35 2 3 7 35 0 0 
12-1.3 JO 0 0 6 30 3 4 6 JO 0 0 
N =::J2 !·1 = JO. ST--s . .u. _: ___ ._ · · -N = 73 a = 11 .04 S. D.= -;lR·.j;r= n)VI = r4.zs S.D . =-z:b"rr- -
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CHAPTER V 
SU~Wilu~Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTEH V 
SUiv1l!ARY A.ND CQl.lCLUSIONS 
In this investigation the authors have sought to determine 
the influence of per sonality and intellectual factors on t h e 
ability to perceive obstacles from a stationary posit ion , 
should this ability be found to exist. 
Tvm tests measuring the ability to perceive obsta cles 
were given to the subjects. The subjects perceived with a 
greater degree of success on t he test 1tihi ch was held in a room 
allov1ing f or much distortion of echo (Test II) than on the test 
which took place in a room that was nearly accoustically 
perfect (Test I). The difference between these t vvo test s was 
stat istically significant. 
The results of the present study ~vere compared to the 
results obtained by C. G. Jones and S . 0. Meyers in their study 
of 1952~ I t was found that the subjects of Test II of the 
present study and the suhjects in Jones' and Neyers' study 
perceived with a similar degree of success. 
Since the difference between the scores of the boys and 
the girls in Test I was not significant, it can be concluded 
that sex is not related to the a bility to perceive obstacles. 
This also is in agreement vJith t he r esults of the Jones and 
Neyers study. 
On the basis of the insignii'icant diff erence found between 
the scores of the "good perceiversn and ~'poor perceivers" 
65 
obtained on the personality and intelligence tests, it can be 
concluded t hat the ability to perceive obstacles is not influ~ 
enced by personali ty or intellectual factors. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGES'l'IONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUI-/.THER RESEARCH 
In surveying t he history af the research in the field of 
object perception,. and in analyzing this experiment, its 
conclusions and implications, the authors present the following 
as possible important and valuable suggestions for further 
research in this and other r elated fi .elds. 
1) Since the subjects of the present experiment often 
said that they could have perceived the objects better had 
they been able to walk to\'.rards them, the authors feel that a 
study could be made comparing the ability to perceive objects 
from a stationary position and the ability to perceive objects 
from a moving posit i on .. 
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2) Because of the limitations of a group personality test, 
a more diagnostic,. individual test should be given to the sub-
jects and then the relationship to the obstacle test scores 
should be found. If t his is too lengthy to be practical, 
perhaps another or two oth er group personality tests should be 
given and a composite score obtained and then that score be 
related to the obstacle test score. 
3) The ultimate i nterest of the authors lies in the 
improvement of travel t e chniques for the blind. Thus, the next 
step in the study of the problem, as the \ITiters see it, would 
be to find the relationship,. if any, between the ability to 
' ' 
perceive objects and the a'fuility to travel independently.. If 
such a relationship is shown to exist,. then a course teaching 
object perception should be givenr as it has been proven that 
people can learn to perceive objects. 
4) If no relationship is shoV>m to exist, then other 
factors influencing the ability to travel independently would 
have to be investigated. Two groups might be obtained: one 
whose members travel only on the arm of another person and one 
whose members depend only on a cane or no aid at all. Character-
istics of the members of these two groups could be compared as 
to personality, I.Q.~ hearing, onset and type of blindness~ 
home life, etc •. to see if one or perhaps a fe,,J. characteristics 
are common to one group and not to the other, thus isolating 
the one or more factors necessary for independent travel. 
5) It is generally accepted that audition is the basis 
of perception, but several experiments have brought out contra-
dictory results as to v-rhether it is pi.tch or loudness t hat is 
the essential element in audition. Thus there i s need for 
further experimentation in isolating the element · in audition 
which enables one to perceive obstacles. 
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